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Supercedes all previous price lists

Item Number 3G/4G Load Balancing Router
List Price

(GBP)

INT-WFA INTRATEC WiFi Anywhere - Your own portable 3G/4G Wifi Hotspot

Internet Reliability without Wires

The WiFi Anywhere device can combine up to four internet connections ( 3 x 3G/4G USB Modems + 1 x Hard 

Wired Connection) allowing you to simultaneously combine multiple Internet providers for maximum  speed, 

efficiency and reliability.The built-in automatic health check feature will monitor the Internet links status and 

reroute traffic in case of a link failure, this makes the WiFi anywhere device the ideal 'Insurance Policy' for 

when no connection is not an option

Faster Browsing

Internet access is provided by using multiple 3G/4G Mobile Broadband Dongles or a wired WAN connection 

where available. Traffic is balanced between all active connections allowing multiple users to browse the 

internet without overloading a single internet connection.

Faster Uploads

Take full advantage of the multiple paths to the internet using multi-threaded applications to send files back to 

base faster.

£399

INT-WFAC INTRATEC WiFi Anywhere Optional Case / Power Kit

Optional accessory for the IntraTec WiFi Anywhere - the ruggedized case kit makes the device become a true 

'WiFi Anywhere' solution.  In additon to providing portability, the case includes a standard V-Mount battery 

plate which would allow approx 18 hours operation with a standard v-lock battery. (Battery not included)

£199

Optional Accessories

INT-MAUSB INTRATEC Mult-Angle USB Adapter

Allows different alignment of 3G/4G USB Modems that dont have a flexible USB connector

£10

Item Number Long Range WiFi Bridging Units
List Price

(GBP)

IntraTec Bridge 2 and Bridge Duo 2 are a powerful new way to connect video equipment with network 

connections over very large distances using Wifi.

INT-BRIDGE2 INTRATEC BRIDGE 2

BRIDGE 2 is very powerful miniature camera top Wifi transmitter, which can be powered by mains or a variety 

of battery solutions via a secure 2 pin Lemo connector. You can connect any network enabled device via 

Ethernet to the BRIDGE which can then link to a second BRIDGE or BRIDGE DUO unit via a long range, 

completely transparent WiFi connection (range approx 250m with supplied antenna, or much further with 

optional external antennas)

The devices connected will assume you have a network cable attached.

New MK 2 version - smaller depth, increased power output compared to MK1 version

£425

INT-BRIDGEDUO2 INTRATEC BRIDGEDUO 2

BRIDGE Duo 2 in addition to Bridge 2 functionality also features a second WiFi radio allowing both long range 

connectivity to a another BRIDGE/DUO unit as well as local connection of any devices via WiFi (up to 100m) 

or via Ethernet. This allows users to use iPads or laptops to connect in addition to the long range network 

cable like connection.The BRIDGEDUO 2 comes in a ruggedized case with built in dual V-Mount power 

supply which can last all day. (batteries not included)

New to MK2 version - Dual V-Mount power supplies, the ability to mount larger, higher capacity V-Mount 

batteries, and built in 12v 5A regulated XLR power outlet

£725

Optional Accessories

DATA-BH8 DATAVIDEO BH-8 Ball & Socket Head

suitable for mounting BRIDGE on top of camera (without Teradek CUBE) e.g. Cameras with Ethernet Output

See 

Datavideo 

Price List
INT-LC2P2P25Y INTRATEC 2 Pin Lemo Y cable 

Provides power pass thro on BRIDGE 2 unit

£49

INT-BDCAB INTRATEC XLR Multi Power  Splitter Cable

XLR to 2 Pin Lemo + 3.1 MM DC Plug + 2.1MM DC Plug 

£45

INT-BEA8DB INTRATEC Bridge/Bridge Duo External Antenna 8dB - Omni Directional

Max Range : 2Km (Bridge), 4Km (Bridge Duo) 

£69

INT-BEA19DB INTRATEC Bridge/BridgeDuo External Antenna 19dB - 25° Dual Polarised Panel Antenna 

Max Range : 10Km (Bridge & Bridge Duo) Both Limited by UK Regulations

£79

Max Range based on same antenna fitted each end (based on 12Mbps link)

See website for further info and to calculate accurate max distances

INT-BEAC3M INTRATEC Bridge External Antenna Connection Cable - 1m (RPSMA to N Socket)

Allows connection of optional external antennas for increased range (suitable for BRIDGE/DUO)

£20

INT-BEAC5M INTRATEC Bridge Universal Antenna Extn Cable - 5m (RPSMA to RPSMA)

Suitable for extending either standard or external antenna cable length

£30

INT-POEBRIDGE INTRATEC Bridge Power Over Ethernet Injector (inc PSU) - Suitable for Bridge

Allows unit to be powered via ethernet where mains or battery supply is not convenient

£40

INT-POEBRIDGEDUO INTRATEC Bridge Power Over Ethernet Injector (inc PSU) - Suitable for Bridge Duo

Allows unit to be mains powered via ethernet when power by V-Mount battery is not desired

£60

Item Number Lemo Cables
List Price

(GBP)

INT-LC2P2P25 INTRATEC Lemo Cable - 2pin to 2 pin approx 25cm £49

INT-LC2P4P25 INTRATEC Lemo Cable - 2pin to 4 pin approx 25cm £49

INT-LC2PDTAP50 INTRATEC Lemo Cable - 2pin to D-Tap approx 50cm £49

INT-LC4PDTAP50 INTRATEC Lemo Cable - 4pin to D-Tap approx 50cm £49
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